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(1) These scenes are reconstructed based on the following  

sources: author interview with Karie Murphy; ‘Jeremy  

Corbyn Arrives At Islington North Count,’ Vipi Room  

channel, YouTube, 8 June 2017,  

https://youtu.be/F8KjE2lx93o; ‘Jeremy Corbyn Retains  

Islington North Seat and Gives Speech,’ One Ten  

Thousandth channel, YouTube, 8 June 2017,  

https://youtu.be/m_-TRnbvKdQ; Chloe Chaplain,  

‘General Election 2017: Grinning Jeremy Corbyn greets  

voters in Islington as race for Number 10 tightens,’  

Evening Standard, 9 June 2017, https://archive.is/2Ylog;  

Ramzy Alwakeel, Twitter, 9 June 2017,  

https://archive.is/PItjB; Sam Gelder and Ramzy  

Alwakeel, ‘Analysis: ‘Brexit effect’ nowhere to be seen as  

Labour triumph in Islington,’ Islington Gazette, 9 June  

2017, https://archive.is/LH4xy; Caroline Mortimer,  

‘Jeremy Corbyn’s election night celebrations couldn’t  

have been more Jeremy Corbyn if he tried,’ Mirror, 11  

June 2017, https://archive.is/E9no2.  

Jonathan Freedland, ‘The real gamble for Theresa May  

would have been to wait until 2020,’ Guardian, 18 April  

2017, https://archive.is/Ds7uR.  

 

 

第１章 不承不承の党首誕生  

 

(1) These scenes are reconstructed based on the following  

sources: author interviews with Andrew Berry, Michael  

Calderbank, Jon Lansman, Martin Mayer, John  



McDonnell, James Mills, Marshajane Thompson, and  

two further sources who requested anonymity; ‘Labour  

leadership: Jeremy Corbyn full victory speech,’ BBC  

News, 12 September 2015, https://archive.is/fbTX9;  

‘Jeremy Corbyn wins Labour leadership contest and  

vows “fightback,”’ BBC News, 12 September 2015,  

https://archive.is/47SJD; Tim Adams, ‘“They laughed  

when I said I’d be leader of the opposition. They’re not  

laughing now,”’ Guardian, 12 September 2015,  

https://archive.is/Chd5f; Toby Helm, ‘Jez we did: the day  

Labour was hit by a political earthquake,’ Guardian, 12  

September 2015, https://archive.is/mZ76E; Vincent  

Moss, ‘Jeremy Corbyn says “party backs me, I have  

jacket from my sons and I’m ready to be PM,”’ Mirror,  

12 September 2015, https://archive.is/zOfRT; ‘The Red  

Flag & the winning £23: Corbyn pub song & speech,’ RT  

UK channel, YouTube, 12 September 2015,  

https://youtu.be/rwbhcHwWtbM; ‘Jeremy Corbyn’s  

Labour leadership campaign: behind the scenes  

exclusive | Owen Jones talks,’ Owen Jones channel,  

YouTube, https://youtu.be/VlNCOSh8jyQ.  

 

(2) John McDonnell, ‘What now? Three Tasks for the left,’  

Labour Briefing, 27 May 2015, https://archive.is/9qsNA.  

 

(3) Owen Jones, ‘My honest thoughts on the Corbyn  

campaign—and overcoming formidable obstacles,’  

Medium, 29 August 2015, https://archive.is/tZKIU.  

 

(4) Jon Lansman, interview with the author.  

 

(5) ‘YouGov Survey Results,’ YouGov, 15 September 2015,  

https://archive.is/j11rv.  

 

(6) Ben Sellers, ‘#JezWeDid: from Red Labour to Jeremy  

Corbyn—a tale from social media,’ The World Turned  



Upside Down, 27 September 2015,  

https://archive.is/2CVNB.  

 

(7) ‘The Jeremy Corbyn effect: “Jez we can” | Anywhere But  

Westminster,’ The Guardian channel, YouTube, 31 July  

2015, https://youtu.be/y6hYTqA3ZYo.  

 

(8) The words of Byron Taylor, then-national officer of the  

Trade Union and Labour Party Liaison Organisation  

(TULO). See chapter 4. (chapter 4 は日本語版では第 3 章) 

 

(9) Nicholas Watt, ‘Labour leadership campaign enters final  

stage with half of members yet to vote,’ Guardian, 7  

September 2015, https://archive.is/oTKPl.  

 

(10) James Meadway, ‘Extreme? Back to the 80s? How  

Corbynomics compares with the SDP manifesto,’ Left  

Futures, 28 August 2015, https://archive.is/o5ES3.  

 

 

第２章 絶体絶命の窮地  

 

(1) Alastair Campbell, ‘Nice guy, good MP, making the  

weather: but it has to be ABC—Anyone But Corbyn.  

Labour could be finished if he wins,’  

AlastairCampbell.org, 10 August 2015,  

https://archive.is/z4HV0.  

Jeremy Corbyn, ‘Voting Revealed A Disjointed Britain:  

Labour’s Task Is To Unify and Equalise It,’ Morning Star,  

14 May 2015, https://archive.is/eBnXm.  

 

(2) Professor Jane Green and Chris Prosser, ‘Learning the  

right lessons from Labour’s 2015 defeat,’ British Election  

Study, 17 September 2015, https://archive.is/7jgET.  

 

(3) After the 2010 election there were 204 constituencies  



where the Conservatives and the Liberal Democrats  

occupied first and second place (either way around). In  

2015, the Conservative share of the vote in those seats  

stayed about the same but the Liberal Democrat share  

halved. The Tories won virtually all of them.  

Ron Johnston, Charles Pattie and David Manley, ‘The  

case of the missing marginals: Labour’s task in 2020 is  

harder than they currently realise,’ London School of  

Economics British Politics and Policy blog, 1 June 2015,  

https://archive.is/MEJir.  

 

(4) In 21 of the 27 seats, the Conservatives took the  

constituency with fewer votes than the Liberal  

Democrats secured in 2010, although there was also  

some “vote churn”—the Conservatives were able to  

replace votes they lost to UKIP with former Liberal  

Democrat supporters.  

Seth Thevoz and Lewis Baston, ‘Lib Dem Seats in 2010-  

5: Where Did the Votes Go?’ Social Liberal Forum, 2 July  

2015, https://archive.is/oaMej.  

 

(5) Professor Jane Green and Chris Prosser, ‘Learning the  

right lessons from Labour’s 2015 defeat,’ British Election  

Study, 17 September 2015, https://archive.is/7jgET.  

 

(6) Labour gained 12 seats from the Liberal Democrats. On  

average, in the 95 constituencies where Labour and the  

Liberal Democrats occupied first and second place after  

the 2010 election, Labour increased its vote share by 6  

per cent in 2015, and the Liberal Democrat vote fell by  

two-thirds. It is interesting that in seats that featured a  

Conservative-Liberal Democrat battle with Labour out  

of contention, Labour did not increase its vote share  

despite the Liberal Democrat collapse, and the same  

applies to the Conservative vote share in seats where  

Labour fought the Liberal Democrats.  



Ron Johnston, Charles Pattie and David Manley, ‘The  

case of the missing marginals: Labour’s task in 2020 is  

harder than they currently realise,’ London School of  

Economics British Politics and Policy blog, 1 June 2015,  

https://archive.is/MEJir.  

 

(7) Professor Jane Green and Chris Prosser, ‘Learning the  

right lessons from Labour’s 2015 defeat,’ British Election  

Study, 17 September 2015, https://archive.is/7jgET.  

In a pamphlet for the Fabian Society, Andrew Harrop  

asserted that four out of five voters that Labour would  

need to win to secure a majority at the subsequent  

election would be people who voted Conservative in  

2015. This claim was used to argue that Labour should  

move right to attract Conservative voters. But it was  

based on several false assumptions, such as a uniform  

swing and no increase in turnout. A detailed look at  

individual constituencies showed that the picture at the  

local level was complex and variegated. Andrew  

Harrop, ‘The mountain to climb: Labour’s 2020  

challenge,’ The Fabian Society, May 2015, pp. 6-7,  

https://archive.is/Tajg4.  

 

(8) Jon Cruddas, ‘Labour’s shrinking vote,’ LabourList, 13  

October 2015, https://archive.is/RF3lU.  

 

(9) Professor Jane Green and Chris Prosser, ‘Learning the  

right lessons from Labour’s 2015 defeat,’ British Election  

Study, 17 September 2015, https://archive.is/7jgET.  

Jon Cruddas, ‘Labour’s shrinking vote,’ LabourList, 13  

October 2015, https://archive.is/RF3lU.  

Labour MP Dan Jarvis claimed that “the Tories were  

much more effective in squeezing the UKIP vote in  

these marginals. Labour typically did 4 per cent worse  

in the areas where support for UKIP increased the most,  

compared to a 2 per cent fall in support for the Tories.”  



Dan Jarvis, ‘Reconnecting Labour: Initial findings,’ self-  

published report, 21 August 2015,  

https://archive.is/BzfTt.  

 

(10) Labour MP Jon Cruddas estimated that UKIP cost  

Labour 13 seats. But the Labour Party’s official election  

inquiry conducted by Margaret Beckett came to a  

different conclusion: “The analysis by the party’s staff  

and that by British Electoral Survey [sic]... suggests UKIP  

may have had no impact on the seats result... It is not  

possible to identify any seat where the increase in the  

UKIP vote clearly came more from Labour 2010 voters  

than from the Conservatives, which means, by  

definition, that there is no seat which Labour might  

have won in the absence of UKIP, but did not because of  

Labour switching.”  

Dame Margaret Beckett, ‘Learning the lessons from  

defeat taskforce report,’ The Labour Party, January 2016,  

https://www.scribd.com/doc/295975145/Learning-the-  

Lessons-from-Defeat-Taskforce-  

Report?secret_password=oF0s0fUEtcY8fBsOfYzM.  

Jon Cruddas, ‘Labour’s shrinking vote,’ LabourList, 13  

October 2015, https://archive.is/RF3lU.  

 

(11) Luke Pollard, a Labour prospective parliamentary  

candidate for Plymouth Sutton and Devonport in 2015  

(who went on to win the seat in 2017), said: “UKIP’s  

populist positioning meant they ate into our vote on  

both the right on immigration, and the left on issues like  

the economy.”  

Dan Jarvis, ‘Reconnecting Labour: Initial findings,’ self-  

published report, 21 August 2015,  

https://archive.is/BzfTt.  

 

(12) Lord Ashcroft, ‘Project Red Dawn,’ Lord Ashcroft Polls,  

10 September 2015, http://archive.is/Ap9MS.  



 

(13) Margaret Beckett, in her official inquiry for the Labour  

Party, asserted “with some confidence” that the rise of  

the Greens “played little part in Labour’s defeat,”  

although she did not provide the detail on which that  

judgement was based.  

Dame Margaret Beckett, ‘Learning the lessons from  

defeat taskforce report,’ The Labour Party, January 2016,  

https://www.scribd.com/doc/295975145/Learning-the-  

Lessons-from-Defeat-Taskforce-  

Report?secret_password=oF0s0fUEtcY8fBsOfYzM.  

Jon Cruddas, ‘Labour’s shrinking vote,’ LabourList, 13  

October 2015, https://archive.is/RF3lU.  

 

(14) Tony Blair, ‘Labour must be the party of ambition as  

well as compassion,’ Observer, 10 May 2015,  

https://archive.is/ZHoJi.  

 

(15) Matt Carr, ‘If you want to shop at Waitrose clap your  

hands, clap your hands,’ Matt Carr’s Infernal Machine, 11  

May 2015, https://archive.is/KXELX.  

 

(16) Christopher Hope, ‘David Cameron delivers “aspiration  

nation” message to subdued Conservative Party  

conference,’ Telegraph, 10 October 2012,  

https://archive.is/Cr7pG.  

 

(17) ‘Nicola on the Andrew Marr show ~ 10 05 2015,’ Jordi  

McArthur channel, YouTube, 10 May 2015,  

https://youtu.be/jbmlZiFBtwY.  

 

(18) Ibid.  

 

(19) Rowena Mason, ‘Labour leadership: who’s in the  

running and what are their chances?’ Guardian, 10 May  

2015, https://archive.is/dzOXc.  



‘Does Labour really need to woo John Lewis shoppers?’  

BT News, 10 May 2015, https://archive.is/EHGHN.  

 

(20) Steven Poole, ‘Aspiration nation? The many meanings  

of a political buzzword,’ Guardian, 22 May 2015,  

https://archive.is/yyqYa.  

Taken to its logical conclusion, the ultimate aspirational  

citizens were the London rioters who raided shops for  

TVs and trainers in 2011—they were real go-getters.  

 

(21) ‘Waitrose spurns city for store because people not  

upmarket enough,’ Stoke Sentinel, 13 February 2011,  

https://archive.is/mUe7f.  

 

(22) For criticism of the use of social grades as a proxy for  

class see Richard Seymour, ‘Your incorrect theory of  

class,’ Patreon, 12 July 2017, https://archive.is/Uk60I.  

Unfortunately there is no easily available alternative,  

especially when comparing with elections of the past.  

 

(23) The full House of Commons Library figures used by Jon  

Trickett were as follows:  

 

2005  2010  2015 

――――――――――――― 

AB 28  26  27 

――――――――――――― 

C1  32  28  30 

――――――――――――― 

C2 40  29  30 

――――――――――――― 

DE 48  40  37 

――――――――――――― 

 

Ipsos MORI’s estimate of the class breakdown of  

Labour’s 2015 support differed somewhat from that of  



the House of Commons Library, but other polls  

accorded closely. Ipsos MORI put Labour one point  

lower among both AB and C1 voters and notably higher  

among C2 and DE voters, at 32 and 41 per cent. This did  

not contradict the claim of a massive loss of working  

class support since 2005, but suggested Labour  

recovered by 3 points among C2 voters and by 1 point  

among DE voters under Ed Miliband. Ipsos MORI  

emphasised that its figures were estimates based on  

polls over the course of the election campaign, adjusted  

to the final result (with an aggregated sample of 9,000).  

Two other polls corroborated the House of Commons  

Library figures, one by Greenberg Quinlan Rosner  

Research for the Trade Union Congress (sample size  

4,669), and a huge 100,000-person survey by YouGov.  

Jon Trickett, ‘It was the working class, not the middle  

class that sunk Labour,’ New Statesman, 13 May 2015,  

https://archive.is/lnUSa.  

‘How Britain voted in 2015,’ Ipsos MORI, 26 August  

2015, https://archive.is/UBhF1.  

‘UK post election poll for the TUC,’ (an interactive  

website—select “Voting Intention” and Subgroup: Social  

grade AB, C1, C2 and DE to see the relevant graphs),  

Greenberg Quinlan Rosner Research, publication date  

around 21 May 2015, https://archive.is/9HVU0.  

‘YouGov/Prospect Survey,’ YouGov, 8 June 2015,  

accessed from ‘General election 2015: how Britain really  

voted,’ YouGov, 8 June 2015, https://archive.is/AzDOg.  

 

(24) James Morris, ‘Feeling Blue: Why Labour lost and how it  

can win again,’ Greenberg Quinlan Rosner Research, 18  

August 2015 (based on polling taken 7-12 May 2015), p. 3,  

https://gqrr.app.box.com/s/ro3k2ep7ao1px0hq8dnpkty9  

y16kfxdr, accessed from https://archive.is/dMeCN.  

For fuller data see ‘UK post election poll for the TUC,’  

(an interactive website—select “Reasons and Doubts,”  



Question: “Doubts about Labour,” Subgroup: “Total” and  

“Considered Lab, voted Con” to see the relevant graphs),  

Greenberg Quinlan Rosner Research, publication date  

around 21 May 2015, https://archive.is/9HVU0.  

 

(25) There was another attempt to stand up the aspiration  

argument. This came later, in August 2015, and so was  

not part of the early Blairite offensive. As part of his  

Independent Inquiry (always capitalised) into the  

election defeat, Jon Cruddas MP (who is not a Blairite)  

claimed that “Labour was sunk by a tsunami of aspirant  

voters.” Wisely, he did not define these people as  

middle class or speculate on which supermarket they  

preferred. He deliberately avoided class altogether,  

saying he did not want to “fix voters into simplistic  

unchanging categories based on income, demographics  

or other visible attributes”—which left little to go on,  

except for the nebulous notion of people’s “values.”  

Handily, this revealed that one of the three “values  

groups” into which the entire population could be  

divided was made up of materialists who “vote  

pragmatically for whichever party they think will  

improve their financial circumstances.” These people  

were called Prospectors and were characterised as  

“aspirational.” (The other two groups, also named after  

American cultural archetypes, were Pioneers—liberal,  

altruistic idealists who made up much of the Labour  

vote—and Settlers—socially conservative, security¬  

craving traditionalists who had increasingly backed  

UKIP.)  

Cruddas found that Prospectors had “dealt Labour its  

devastating electoral defeat,” as Tory support among  

the group had soared by 19 per cent between November  

2014 and the election. Because Prospectors were  

apparently aspirational, and Labour had lost ground  

among them, Cruddas simply stated that Labour’s  



defeat was down to aspirational voters. But he provided  

no evidence that an absence of aspirational policies or  

messaging from Labour was what had lost these  

people’s votes. On the contrary, he said they had  

shunned Labour because it “lacked economic credibility  

and gave the perception that it would be profligate in  

government,” leaving Prospectors “concerned about  

their financial prospects”—a defensive motivation. It  

was also a view hardly unique to the aspirational, being  

the top doubt about Labour given by all voters of every  

demographic category in other post-election polls.  

The violent surge in support for the Tories over a short  

space of time among Prospectors (and, Cruddas found,  

Settlers and Pioneers too) did not seem to raise any  

questions about the robustness of values-based polling,  

but it should have, given that it was impossible to  

reconcile with the nearly flat trend of other polls over  

the same period. Cruddas did not invent the method—  

his findings were actually an update of a 2013 report  

published by Blairite think-tank the Institute for Public  

Policy Research, which evangelised about applying  

“Values Modes analysis” to British politics. But in that  

report, historical data was cited which should have set  

alarm bells ringing. In 2012, 30 per cent of people were  

classed as Settlers, based on their questionnaire  

responses. But just one year earlier that proportion had  

been 39 per cent. Could 9 per cent of the country-  

representing around 6 million people—really have  

abandoned their core values between 2011 and 2012?  

Similarly, the proportion that held Prospector values  

decreased by 10 per cent between 2005 and 2008.  

Apparently people’s fundamental values were in a state  

of wild flux, year by year. This hardly seemed a reliable  

basis on which to craft a political strategy, or pronounce  

the cause of an election defeat.  

At best, values-based polling could provide an extra  



perspective alongside traditional, demographic surveys.  

But Cruddas used it as the sole basis for his slam-dunk  

claim about the “tsunami of aspirant voters.” It was an  

attempt to take the Blairite theme of aspiration, strip it  

of its middle class finery, clothe it in the language of  

values and push it back onto the political stage before  

the curtain fell. It did not convince.  

Jon Cruddas, ‘Why did Labour lose?’ New Statesman, 12  

August 2015, https://archive.is/q6ou8.  

Nick Pecorelli, The New Electorate: Why understanding  

values is the key to electoral success,’ Institute for  

Public Policy Research, October 2013,  

https://archive.is/OzEGs.  

It was possible to come to very different conclusions  

from Cruddas using Values Modes. The co-founder of  

the method, Pat Dade, used it to make a pro-Corbyn  

case. Pat Dade, ‘New, Blue or True Labour?’ Cultural  

Dynamics website, August 2015,  

https://archive.is/TQvVU.  

For conventional polling on the issue of the economy  

see ‘UK post election poll for the TUC,’ (an interactive  

website—select “Reasons and Doubts,” Question:  

“Doubts about Labour”), Greenberg Quinlan Rosner  

Research, publication date around 21 May 2015,  

https://archive.is/9HVU0.  

 

(26) Tony Blair, ‘Jeremy Corbyn’s politics are fantasy—just  

like Alice in Wonderland,’ Guardian, 29 August 2015,  

https://archive.is/H7nH5.  

 

(27) ‘UK post election poll for the TUC,’ (an interactive  

website—select “Policy Positions,” Question: “Labour  

Party positions,” Pair: “Approach to big biz,” Subgroup:  

“Total,” “Considered Labour” and “Considered Lab,  

voted Con” to see the relevant graphs), Greenberg  

Quinlan Rosner Research, publication date around 21  



May 2015, https://archive.is/9HVU0.  

 

(28) Of those who did rank it highly, they cared because—by  

a margin of 28-percentage points—they thought Labour  

would be too soft on big business.  

‘UK post election poll for the TUC,’ (an interactive  

website—select “Important Issues,” Subgroup: “Total” to  

see the relevant graphs), Greenberg Quinlan Rosner  

Research, publication date around 21 May 2015,  

https://archive.is/9HVU0.  

 

(29) On a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 is very left wing, 10 is  

very right wing, and 5 is the centre, voters placed  

Labour at 3 in 2015. The Conservatives were perceived  

as being at 8—nearly as far right as UKIP, and to the  

right of their own voters.  

 

(30) Ed Fieldhouse, ‘Is Labour really too left wing to win an  

election?’ British Election Study, 28 July 2015,  

https://archive.is/V5Q1j.  

 

(31) Professor Jane Green and Chris Prosser, ‘Learning the  

right lessons from Labour’s 2015 defeat,’ British Election  

Study, 17 September 2015, https://archive.is/7jgET.  

 

(32) Dame Margaret Beckett, ‘Learning the lessons from  

defeat taskforce report,’ The Labour Party, January 2016,  

https://www.scribd.com/doc/295975145/Learning-the-  

Lessons-from-Defeat-Taskforce-  

Report?secret_password=oF0s0fUEtcY8fBsOfYzM.  

 

(33) “Those who voted Labour in 2010 but subsequently  

switched their support to the SNP after the referendum  

were both disproportionately in favour of a more equal  

society and more likely to regard the SNP as the party  

that shared that view,” Curtice found. “No less than 74  



per cent of these lost voters supported the redistribution  

of income (compared with 59 per cent of Scots  

generally), and although 48 per cent of them thought  

that Labour backed that position, 75 per cent reckoned  

that the SNP did.” John Curtice, ‘A defeat to reckon with:  

On Scotland, economic competence, and the  

complexities of Labour’s loses,’ Institute for Public  

Policy Research, 17 June 2015, https://archive.is/9DkBq.  

 

(34) Labour gained 15 seats in England but lost 40 in  

Scotland and another one in Wales.  

 

(35) This polling came from Jon Cruddas as part of his  

Independent Inquiry into the election defeat. Cruddas  

used the result to claim that voters were hostile to “the  

SNP’s anti-austerity politics,” while providing no  

evidence to show that it was this, rather than the party’s  

more widely known aim of Scottish independence, that  

worried English and Welsh people. Jon Cruddas,  

‘Labour lost because voters believed it was anti¬  

austerity,’ LabourList, 5 August 2015,  

https://archive.is/SNbhc.  

 

(36) From March 2015 David Cameron tried to frighten the  

public about the prospect of “an alliance between the  

people who want to bankrupt Britain and the people  

who want to breakup Britain.” The Conservative Party  

diverted huge resources into scare campaigns targeted  

on marginal seats. Billboard posters depicted Ed  

Miliband popping his head out from the suit pocket of a  

giant-sized Alex Salmond, the former SNP leader.  

Frances Perraudin and Rowena Mason, Tory election  

campaign poster depicts Ed Miliband in pocket of SNP,’  

Guardian, 9 March 2015, https://archive.is/nPPtQ.  

 

(37) “We currently find little robust evidence that attitudes  



towards the SNP and expectations about a hung  

parliament resulted in gains for the Conservatives from  

UKIP or in vote losses for Labour from former Lib  

Dems,” Green and Prosser wrote. On the contrary, the  

prospect of a hung parliament seemed to have  

strengthened the vote of smaller parties. “We find much  

clearer and more robust evidence that perceptions that  

there was going to be a hung parliament enhanced  

votes for ‘challenger parties’ overall: UKIP, Plaid Cymru,  

the Greens, the Lib Dems and the SNP. This might have  

cost Labour votes, but not in the ways people may  

assume.” Professor Jane Green and Chris Prosser,  

‘Learning the right lessons from Labour’s 2015 defeat,’  

British Election Study, 17 September 2015,  

https://archive.is/7jgET.  

 

(38) ‘Post-vote day poll,’ Lord Ashcroft Polls, 8 May 2015,  

https://archive.is/Mfl70.  

 

(39) ‘UK post election poll for the TUC,’ (an interactive  

website—select “Policy Positions,” Question: “Policy  

choices,” Pair: “Economic growth: Productivity”),  

Greenberg Quinlan Rosner Research, publication date  

around 21 May 2015, https://archive.is/9HVU0.  

 

(40) Thirty-nine per cent said deficit reduction should be  

slower, 34 per cent faster. ‘UK post election poll for the  

TUC,’ (an interactive website—select “Policy Positions,”  

Question: “Labour Party positions,” Pair: “Rate to cut  

public spending”), Greenberg Quinlan Rosner Research,  

publication date around 21 May 2015,  

https://archive.is/9HVU0.  

 

(41) Ibid.  

 

(42) Of course this was not true for everyone. Older voters  



considered the deficit a more important issue and  

thought that Labour should cut it faster (albeit by a  

small margin). Naturally, so did Conservative  

supporters, including those that considered Labour  

before voting Tory.  

‘UK post election poll for the TUC,’ (an interactive  

website—select “Important Issues,” Subgroup: “Age: 18-  

34,” “Age: 35-54,” “Age: 55+”; also select “Policy  

Positions,” Question: “Labour Party position,” Pair:  

“Rate to cut public spending”), Greenberg Quinlan  

Rosner Research, publication date around 21 May 2015,  

https://archive.is/9HVU0.  

John Curtice, ‘A defeat to reckon with: On Scotland,  

economic competence, and the complexities of Labour’s  

loses,’ Institute for Public Policy Research, 17 June 2015,  

https://archive.is/9DkBq.  

 

(43) ‘Post-vote day poll,’ Lord Ashcroft Polls, 8 May 2015,  

https://archive.is/Mfl70.  

A later Lord Ashcroft poll found that this was also true  

of people who had voted Labour in 2010 but switched  

to the Conservatives in 2015—predictably, as there had  

to have been a reason why they voted Tory. Lord  

Ashcroft, ‘Project Red Dawn: Labour’s revival (and  

survival),’ Lord Ashcroft Polls, September 2015, p23,  

https://archive.is/7e39v.  

 

(44) ‘Post-vote day poll,’ Lord Ashcroft Polls, 8 May 2015,  

https://archive.is/Mfl70.  

 

(45) Lord Ashcroft, ‘Project Red Dawn: Labour’s revival (and  

survival),’ Lord Ashcroft Polls, September 2015, p. 23,  

https://archive.is/7e39v.  

 

(46) John Curtice, ‘A defeat to reckon with: On Scotland,  

economic competence, and the complexities of Labour’s  



loses,’ Institute for Public Policy Research, 17 June 2015,  

https://archive.is/9DkBq.  

 

(47) Emily Thornberry, interview with the author for Le  

Monde Diplomatique, 12 September 2015.  

 

(48) Polling from Ipsos MORI quoted in Paul Hunter, ‘Red  

alert: why Labour lost and what needs to change?’ The  

Smith Institute, July 2015, p. 26, https://archive.is/CpUal.  

 

(49) See Figure 1, ‘Which party is best on the economy,’ in  
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between ‘left’ voters and ‘social liberals’ is somewhat  

artificial at a time when liberal attitudes to social issues  

form an increasingly prominent part of left wing  

identity. It is questionable how useful such a dichotomy  

is when evaluating Corbyn’s appeal in particular.  

Curtice implied that while Labour’s success with ‘left’  

voters could be credited to Corbyn’s politics, its  

popularity with ‘social liberals’ was more related to  

other factors, not least Brexit. But Corbyn’s long¬  

standing social liberalism—in favour of human rights,  

gay rights, feminism, against racism—is what  

underpinned his credibility with the broad swathe of  

progressives that came together to form the Corbyn  

movement in 2015. Should it therefore be surprising that  

a Corbyn-led Labour Party did particularly well among  

‘social liberals’ when it was led by a social liberal and  

propelled by a movement of social liberals?  

‘Professor John Curtice - How has Brexit reshaped  

British politics? (full lecture),’ University of Birmingham  

channel, YouTube, 16 October 2017, 44 minutes,  

https://youtu.be/eTwCZ6oifFQ.  

 

(25) A lower percentage (58 per cent) of voters as a whole  

said the same, suggesting the support that Labour won  

came from people disenchanted with the status quo.  

There were votes in being radical which may not have  

been available to a leadership that had attempted to be  

moderate. ‘2017 TUC Post-election poll,’ Greenberg  



Quinlan Rosner Research, June 2017, p. 22,  

https://archive.is/Ydt13 (download the ‘detailed  

presentation of key findings’).  

 

(26) It was either Julia Hartley-Brewer or Susie Boniface.  

 

(27) Alex Nunns, ‘The Labour conference that the media  

failed to report,’ Red Pepper, 2 October 2017,  

https://archive.is/NlQTR. 


